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ABSTRACT

Chinese geomancy (feng shui) has been an important underlying concept
behind ancient and modem Chinese architecture. As a parallel to Le
Corbusier's Golden Section, principles of Chinese geomancy assist in
the determination of various design decisions; such as the location of
a site, the geometry of a building or room, and even the arrangement
of furniture. Through the means of feng shui, Chinese architecture is
able to establish a harmony between heaven, earth and man.

I would like to extend this set of principles to design a Chinese
embassy in the western setting of Washington D.C. The embassy not
only symbolizes the political relationship between the eastern and the
western cultures, but it also offers the potential for a harmonic
juxtaposition of the eastern concept with a set of western criteria
such as zoning and building ordinances.

The design would serve as a demonstration of the interaction between
eastern and western values; or, more specifically, the interplay
between the ideal and spiritual and the realistic and functional.
Through complimentary and conflicting dualities, a harmony will be
sought through design.
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THESIS STATEMENT

Though the Chinese surveying practice of feng-shui

is

considered by some as a superstition, it has had extensive and prolonged
influences on historical and modem Chinese architectural planning,
with rich cultural and social implications. This ancient practice not
only influences the siting and orientation of buildings and graves, it
also affects the choice of building form, the placement of entrances
and windows, and even the arrangement of furniture.
This intriguing belief attracted the modem world's attention in
1987, when the controversy of the bad feng-shui arose during the cons¬
truction of I.M. Pei's Bank of China in Hong Kong. The facades' trianglar bracings and sharp edges were seen as signs of danger to the
surroundings. In an effort to pacify the accusations, the triangular
motifs were modified into diamond shapes, and a series of pools and
waterfalls were built as remedies in enhancing the building's fengshui. Although the belief has been discouraged by the Republic of China
after the Cultural Revolution, this deep rooted dogmatic faith still
continues to influence modem architectural design in cities such as
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and Malaysia, where Chinese make up the
major population.
To isolate and fully explain the principles of feng-shui, his¬
torical cases have been cited to analyze its extent of application
and its social and psychological implications. The list of examples
ranges from classic Chinese city planning as in Beijing to details of
modem high-tech skyscrapers in Hong Kong, suggesting the variety in
scale and scope of influences.
As Lai Chuen Yan describes feng-shui as a "mystical combination
of Chinese philosophical, religious, astrological, cosmological, mathe- matical and geographical concepts", I believe the practice is worthy
of a thorough study, including a further investigation into the extent
to which its principles can be applied along with the present building
ordinances restrictions. As the majority of practices occurred in
Chinese cities, I wish to extend the belief to a foreign setting and
propose a design thesis prqject of a new Chinese Embassy in Washington
D.C.
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FENG SHOT - CHINESE GBOMANCÏ

Feng-shui is an ancient Chinese way of siting and orienting hones
( 'yang' habitat) and graves ( 'yin* habitat) to harmonize with the forces
of nature. By doing so, the well-being and tranquility of the inhabi¬
tants and their descendants will be assured.
Feng-shui has been practiced in China as far back as 3000 years
ago. In the book Chinese Geomancy, Evelyn Lip mentioned evidence su¬
ggesting that government residences and imperial palaces were built
according to feng-shui principles. Joseph Needham, in Science and Civilzation in China, says the practice can be traced to the divination pro¬
cesses of imperial magicians as early as 200 B.C.
Feng-shui, literally meaning wind and water, can be described as
a balanced effect of natural influences upon a landscape and its inha¬
bitants. The site itself is a microcosm; based on which, the geomancer
analyses its flux of yin (ft^) and yang

Cf0),

and the balance of the

Five Elements metal, wood, water, fire, earth) forming a har¬
monious current of cosmic breath (Jjpj).
The philosophical roots of feng-shui span a whole range of Chinese
thought from Taoism to rural magic. It operates on various levels from
superstitious to practical, sacred to profane, «notional to physical.
Carl Jung drew the concept to parallels in Western psychology and scien¬
tific thought, suggesting that its metaphysics operates similarly to
modem physics, linking all matters and minds in one unified theory. As
he wrote, "The ancient Chinese mind contemplates the cosmos in a way
comparable to that of the modem physicist, who cannot deny that his
1

model of the world is a decidedly psychophysical structure."
Wind and water are the two major natural forces which are molded
or affected by the shape of hills and direction and strength of rivers.
These geographical features, together with the configuration and orien¬
tation of buildings and the context of the site, affect the current of
'chi'

(cosmic breath) and in turn result in good or evil feng-shui.
This Chinese dogmatic faith influences Chinese architecture

from the scale of city planning and building orientation, to details
such as arrangements of plantations, fountains and furniture. According

to the feng-shui belief, an ideal building should be constructed on high
ground facing water and backed by mountains. It should be oriented to¬
wards the south with the most important area of the building located
centrally. Locations of windows and furniture should be arranged so as
to enhance the smooth flow of cosmic breath.
This widely practiced superstition not only influences the siting
of buildings and graves throughout Chinese history, this strong belief
remains a major influence in present architectural planning, especially
in cities like Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore, where Chinese make up
the major population.
In A Feng Shui Model as a Location Index, Lai Chuen Yan descri¬
bes feng-shui as a "mystical combination of Chinese philosophical, re¬
ligious, astrological, cosmological, mathematical and geographical con¬
cepts". In order to fully understand this ancient practice, one needs
to investigate into the background of Chinese culture and ideas.

I CUING (

)

- THE BOOK OF CHANGES

Feng-shui was heavily influenced by the Taoist text, I Ching
or the Book of Changes. Milton Chiu describes I Ching as "a synthesis
of the monism of Tao, the dualism of Yin-Yang, and the pluralism of
the Five Elements." It is one of the most important records of Chinese
thoughts and practices which stresses the connection between man's
destiny and nature.
The nain principle underlying i Ching is that nothing remains
static. It displayed a fundamental Chinese approach of a constant
cyclical change. The universe is an entity which contains matters in
constant flux. So it is not stagnant but in process, not an end-result
but a continuous transformation. Thus circumstances change during
different times and man floats in this ebb and flow of nature's eter¬
nal tides.
I Ching is thought to be the oldest book in the world. The ori¬
ginal teachings were given by the legendary Chinese ruler, Fu Hsi who
invented the first trigrams nearly 5000 years ago. The book has three
main purposes: it is used as a basis for meditation; a guidance on
problems in daily life; and a lead for man's knowledge of himself and
the universe. I Ching can be seen as a parallel to the Bible in .the
western world. As the Book of Changes stated, "If you are not the
right man, it will not speak to you."
According to I Ching, the negative side of life such as evil and
sickness do exist. As everything is in pairs; the yin and the yang,
positive and negative, strength and weakness, good and evil and so on.
Refusal to recognize evil can lead to danger as they can be destructive.
Thus I Ching teaches us how to balance the polarities and flow with the
current rather than against it.
As all situations changes and merge into other situations, I Ching
shows us how to recognize and predict developments of events. It re¬
cords the accumulation of the long tradition of divination practiced in
China. The principles of change are presented through the symbolism of
trigrams - the seeds of the possible transformations. 'Oracle bones',
coins and yarrow stalks were said to be used in interpreting omens and
wisdom from the resulting trigrams.

TOE TAD - TOE WAY (jit)

Tao can be described as 'the way*, or the process of nature. It
has been translated in many ways by various texts. The definition of
Tao as described by Lin Yutang probably summarizes it's underlying es¬
sence: "The Tao that can be told of is not the Absolute Tao." One can
consider Tao as the ordinary consciousness. However, this consciousness
is not meant to be understood consciously, as 'knowing is false under¬
standing". Thus to intentionally follow the Tao is to deviate from it.
One can picture its meaning in the following verse: "(As I) sit quietly,
doing nothing, spring oomes and grass grows of itself ."^In other words,
every universal process or event operates naturally. It cannot be forced
into conformity with external compulsion; rather, by following this unconcious Way, everything stays in order and harmony. As Lao-Tze explain¬
ed, "The Tao does nothing, and yet nothing is left undone."
Tao also suggests that the universal events operate independently
but yet in relation with others. Because of this mutual interdependence
of. all beings, they harmonize each other. The earth is in relation to
the sun, moon and stars; which in turn have strong influences on man.
Without man's consciousness, universe would not 'exist' and vise versa.
This explains the principle of 'mutual arising'

Thus under the

oneness of Tao, the yin-yang duality is produced. Harmony is achieved
when the polarities balance each other, creating a resonance of inter¬
dependence.

THE YIN AND YANG DUALISM

The Encyclopedia Sinica defines Yin and Yang as the "negative and
positive principles of universal life". However, it is not to be con¬
fused with the ideas of opposition or conflict. It is the blending and
interaction of the duality that create the harmonious cosmic energy.
As the Chinese philosopher Lao-Tze once said:
"When everyone knows beauty as beautiful, there is already
ugliness;
When everyone knows good as goodness, there is already evil.
'To be' and 'not to be' arise mutually;
Difficult and easy are mutually realized;
Long and short are mutually contrasted;
High and low are mutually posited;...
Before and after are in mutual sequence.
Thus all things have two sides: being and non-being, heaven and earth,
man and woman, sun and moon... They are supportive and essential to
. each other just like the plus and minus poles of electric charge,
creating balance and dynamism.
Any element that possesses, a yang characteristic is thought to be
bright, masculine and powerful; while a yin element is dark, feminine
-

and absorbent. Geographically, Yin represents earth, the lowlands,
valleys and river banks; while yang represents the high grounds and
mountains. Yin and Yang are also inherent in various orientations.
North and East are considered to be Yin; whereas south and west are
thought to be Yang.
The yin-yang concept, represented by the conventional divided
( ) and undivided (—) lines, make up the structure of the hexagrams
(which are composed by two trigrams, one on top of the other) as used
in the I Ching. They also coordinate with the trigrams as 'kun', 'sun',
'li' and 'jui' stand for yin and 'quan', 'chen', 'kan' and *ken' stand
for yang. Different configurations of these symbols generate various
possibilities of fate which are thought to create prosperity when the yinyang elements are in harmonic balance.
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THE BALANCE OF TOE FIVE ELEMENTS

Under the oneness of Tao, the universe is made up of yin and yang
which is represented by the five elements (

of wood, fire, earth,

metal and water. These elements counteract with one another and create
the ultimate balance which cannot be interfered.
On one hand, the elements are in an order of 'mutual conquest'
when water put out fire; fire melted metal; metal broke wood;
wood cut into the earth; and earth absorbed water. On the other hand,
these elements are also 'mutually arising'

when wood becomes

fuel which gives rise to fire, which then creates ash and gives rise to
earth that contains metal which is then melted into water and in turn
nourishes wood.
Within this balance of mutual conquest and arise, all matters are
in a 'check and balance'. It is therefore essential to determine the
prevalence of their forces which symbolizes various cosmic and earthly
objects.
The Five Elements are in close relation with the Ten Stans
and the Twelve Branches which can be found on the geomancer's
compass, dividing time into various equal segments. Their relationship
can be summarized by the following chart:

Five
Elements

Yin
Yang

Ten
Stems

Wood

Yin
Yin

Jia
Yi

Fire

Yang
Yin

Bing AQ Yin
Ding T Mao

Earth

Yang
Yang

Wu
Ji

Yang
Yang

Geng
Wu
Xin ^- Wei

Yin
Yang
Yin
Yin

Ren
Kui

Metal
Water

Twelve
Branches
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CHI (jfU)

Chi, literally meaning breath, is the most important element of
the feng-shui concept. The silent dialogue between man and nature is
whispered through this cosmic breath. It is a life force or energy that
nourishes all matters. A lack of this spirit would affect the fortune
of the living and the well-being of the dead.
Hie Chinese character, 'chi' possesses two meanings, one cosmic,
meaning spirit; one human, meaning breath and energy. Human chi unites
mind and matter. As Chung-Tze qiM- > said, 'You are trying to unify
yourself, so you don't listen with your ears but with your heart (mind);
you don't listen with your mind but with your spirit (chi) . "~fchi is
therefore a man's aura, his energy and soul. It propels our lives and
affects our interaction with others. Feng-shui masters believe that
human chi is also affected by the chi of their environment (heaven and
earth), which can shape and cast a man's destiny.
There are six heavenly chi, representing various time periods of
a year. The chi is either 'growing', 'expanding', 'full-grown', 'chang¬
ing' , 'gathered' or 'hidden'. Happiness is thought to be achieved when
those heavenly chi are in accord with the earth's chi, creating cosmic
harmony.

£

The goal of feng-shui practice is to tap the earth's chi and
direct it to improve human habitation. The land more influenced by chi
is a better site for inhabitation and more prosperous. Chi spirals
around on the earth's crust and manifest themselves by rising into a
mountain, erupting into a volcano, or receding into a flat desert.
Without the existence of chi, no water would flow, pollution and sick¬
ness would thrive.
Geomancers use their luopan compass to detect any'accumulation
or condensation of chi, to determine which would be a prosperous site
for buildings and graves. Chi is thought to slope from north to south
where it should be vacant for the balance of yang.

The presence and

direction of chi are indicated on certain bearings of the seventh con¬
centric ring of the compass. The progress of the cosmic breath is de¬
tected at its approach to the site and the point where it leaves the

Q

surroundings. Landscapes of the site and its neighborhood in sight
determines the quality of chi. While cosmic breath can give life to
forms, it can also be a force of destruction. Most commonly, this kill¬
ing chi is caused by a mutually destructive relationship of the Five
Elements. Injuries are predicted to occur when an element of metal is
destroying an element wood, while natural calamities might be caused
when an element of fire is destroying an element representing metal,
etc.
After the arteries of chi are found, gecmancers have to deter¬
mine its dispersal. Although it is ideal to have the site facing a body
of water on the south, shallow and fast moving water can disperse chi;
as well as sites locating on high and exposed ground where wind can
blow directly on the property.
The same theory applies to the urban environment where natural
landscapes are substituted by man-made structures. Hence tall buildings
replace mountains and roads are scrutinized as rivers. Therefore, urban
geomancers pay attention to the size, orientation, shape and color of
skyscrapers, as well as the direction, volume and turns of roads. As
geomancer Lin Yu explains, "Chi fluctuates more in the city than in
the country."
The Chinese philosopher, Mencius

) described chi as, the

cosmic air, "it is the correlate of righteousness and the universal
O

principle (Tao). Without it, humanness is in a state of starvation."
In other words, men as the link between heaven and earth only become
genuinely human with the nourishment of chi.
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EIGHT TKEGRRMS (AH]'')

The Eight Trigrams represent the eight points of the geomancer's
compass, symbolizing meanings according to the lines of yin and yang.
The broken line

indicates yin and the solid line — yang. While the

combinations of these correspond to various interpretations. ®
The word 'qian' (jffj) is indicated by three strong and undivided
lines of yang (

EE

). It symbolizes heaven, creativity and originality

of all things.
'Kun' (J^) is represented by three broken lines of yin

It

means 'reception' and expresses femininity and nourishment.
'Zhen' (^_) is indicated by two broken lines over one solid line.
It means thunder in geomancy and symbolizes the movement and development
of things.
'Kan'

is indicated by two yin lines with a yang line in be¬

tween. It expresses danger and signifies thinking and concentration of
the mind.
'Ken' (

is represented by a solid line with two broken lines

below. Literally it means mountain, and signifies the halt of action,
and the resting of both body and mind.
'Sun' (f^ ) is formed by combining two solid lines and a. broken
line at the bottom. It reflects the qualities of pliability and influ¬
ence. Literally meaning penetration, it is used to signify the growth
of vegetation.
'Li'

($&)

is indicated by two solid lines with a broken line in

between. It means separation but denotes firmness and beauty in geomancy.
'Dui* ( &J) is represented by a yin line over two'yang lines. It
means joy and satisfaction and signifies achievement and progression.
Two trigrams are sometimes put together to form hexagrams, creat¬
ing various combinations as used in divination. They are also related
to different seasons, times of the day and the Five Elements. Thus form¬
ing an incredible network of inter-relation as indicate can the gecmancer's compass.

MEfflODQLOGIES IN FENG-SHUI DIVINATION

There are mainly two divination methodologies in Chinese geomancy
- the Ancestral Hall or Direction Method, and the Jiangxi Method.1 ^
The Ancestral Hall method originated in Zhejiang, China. It empha¬
sizes the relationship of the planets with the Eight Trigrams. All
matters exist in a balance of yin' and yang. If the harmony is not achi¬
eved, mishaps would occur as the Five Elements that make up the earth¬
ly matters can either benefit or destroy each other.
The Jiangxi Method was originally found in the south of the YangZi River in China, and is now commonly practiced in the southeast Asia.
It's divination is based on the understanding of the landscape; that
is, the profile of the mountain, the direction and strength of rivers
and the stretch of terrain. Feng-shui is considered to be influenced
by five essential factors, namely, loong fftj), the dragon; xue (
the hole; sha

(%/ÿ

), the sand; shui (^Jv), the water; and xiang

,

{'&)),

the direction.
The mountain symbolizes the dragon, forming the backbone and cen¬
ter of landscape. On one hand, it nourishes, gathers and strengthens
life; on the other hand, it possesses the strength which may be conden¬
sed into anger and mere egocentricity. It is the determination and con¬
centration of human mind that provide the human character with resis¬
tance, steadiness and endurance. The land profile indicates advance
and retreat of the dragon which affect the quality of a specify site.
The dragon is thought to be linear with 'chi' running through it's
ridges and valleys. Auspicious spots lie close to the veins of sub¬
terranean chi, with points of xue, or dragon pores.
The xue indicates the foundation of a tomb or building site.
There is a saying in the Song of Geomancy that it takes three years
to find the dragon but ten years to locate the xue.
) According to Wong Ho's

( —

WL.

) Feng-Shui Yao I (The

Essential Principles of Feng-Shui), the character xue is the combina¬
tion of

"**7

", a cap; and

the flowing of two streams beneath

the cap. Thus a real xue is difficult to locate and require extensive
experience and knowledge.

Sha symbolizes the surroundings or environment of the site. There
are various types of shar represented by 'star' symbols. The Star of
Fire represents sand with sharp cutting edges while Star of Wood is
round and straight. The Star of Gold has a long and round shape and
the Star of Earth forms a wave-like pattern. The geonancer examines the
quality of the sand and determines if the environment is suitable for a
certain habitat.
Shui is dependent in part by the quality of the sand. It is generaly classified into nine types - the life giving water, water for bath¬
ing, for dressing, for success, for prosperity, for bad luck, for the
dying, for the tomb and for the termination of pregnancy. Slow moving
water around the southern side of a habitat is generally advantages to
feng-shui. Various types of water represents different implications
towards a site.
Xiang is the orientation of the site. For both the Direction and
Jiangxi methods, the luopan (geomancer's compass) is employed to deter¬
mine the orientation of the entire building or grave; and at times,
even the location of entrances and window openings. Every site has four
sides - north, east, south and west; and everything within this minia¬
ture universe has a specific correlation with a symbol on the luopan.
Ideally, the north should be at the back, while the south should be the

'

front facing down a slope or a body of water. The east on the left is
characterized by the Azure Dragon

which also stands for spring.

The west on the right is the White Tiger

the autumn.

Geomancers ascribe to nature animal and human characteristics.
The environment thus takes on certain metaphorical qualities. Dragon* 1 and
tiger are part of a basic grammar of feng-shui. The Azure Dragon is a
beneficent force represented by the mountains which spreads itself in
the approaches of the site. The White Tiger is a sign of danger, it
becomes a force of protection when it is in complementary relationship
with the Azure Dragon. The two forces must be in proper balance and
preportion, as the dragon represents yang and the tiger, yin.

LUOPAN - THE FENG-SHUI COMPASS

The Luopan

is the geonancer1s basic instrument for prac-
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ticing divination. It is physically
a disc with concentric circles
showing various orientations, time
frames, yin-yang symbols and their
implications. It represents the
universe which forms a harmonic
balance of the forces of heaven
and earth.
The complexity of a luopan
varies widely and is reflected by
its number of concentric circles.
Certain more complicated luopans
may contain the Eight Trigrams,
the five orders of nature, the Stems (-"j"

] ^and

Branches (

)\^ the

seven¬

ty-two positions of the dragon, as well as the bagua (A^j-) in occult
terms.
Base cn the Lo Ching Chieh ( $

« ), the 'Explanation of the

Canpass1, Feuchtwang sunmaries the compass1 circles into four divisions :
Rings 1-6 as the center; 7-19 as the Earth Plate; 20-30 as the Inner
Heaven Plate and 30-38 as the Outer Heaven Plate.

(Appendix 1

)

The Whipple Museum in London, however, named the plates as Earth,
Man and Heaven. Man was implied as being in the same series as heaven
and earth, rather than inferior. In other words, man can influence
heaven and earth, just as they can influence him.
In operation, the geomancer first align the dial with the needle,
then he uses a weighted thread to drape over the dial in order to take
bearings of the surrounding landscape of the site. The thread thereby
connects up a line of the relevant symbols from each of the series in
their concentric circles cn the dial corresponding to that bearing.
From these readings, the geomancer can predict the site's fortune.
Che of the earliest example of the application of luopan dated
around 1230 A.D.:
"The first thing in gecmancy is to distinguish the 'twenty-four
mountains'

(the 24 compass points) and to know the 'cheng*

( the astronomical north-south meridian line )...
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Hie direction from tzu (-J'’ -N) to ping (-^-S 15°E) is south¬
east and therefore indicates the Yang; the direction from wu
( -^ -S) to jen

-N 15°W) is northwest and therefore indicates

the Yin.
The jen-tzu-ping-wu area is the center of heaven and earth."^

The sizes of rooms and dimensions of buildings are checked by
using the geomancer's ruler. It has eight divisions which are subdivided
into four sections. The first division represents cai (Jb^- prosperity)
and the last stands for ben

— origin). Both are considered to be

fortunate markings. The fourth and fifth divisions are also signs of
good fortune, symbolizing ee (-%- righteousness) and guan C% - offi¬
cial). The second and third divisions are bing illness) and li
(J^.-

separation). They convey the presage of bad luck. So is the sixth

and seventh divisions which stand for jie (-£$.- robbery) an hai (
harm). ^
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CASE STUDY : BEIJING, CHINA & OTHER CHINESE IMPERIAL CAPITALS

Every civilization has certain traditions for choosing a good
site and design for its cities. Usually the decisions are influenced by
political, strategical and economic reasons and thus differ throughout
history. In China, however, the historical pattern has been continuous,
based on deep rooted symbolism. The Chou Li (

^ ^describes the

choosing of a capital at the center of the earth, "Here, where Heaven
and Earth are in perfect accord, where the forces of yin and yang are
17
harmonized, one builds a royal capital."
Chinese city planning is based on a few principles which are
applied widely, whether to the layout of a homestead, a temple, a pa¬
lace or a city ensemble. The major characteristics are (a) axiality;
(b) the wall enclosure; (c) north-south orientation; and (d) the court¬
yard.
Beijing represents a typical application of these principles. The
city has existed since about 2400 B.C. under different names. During the
3rd and 4th century B.C., it was the capital of Yen, one of the 'Warring
states '. It then became a provincial town during Han pj^) and was later
lost to the northern invaders and nomadic peoples during various times.
It reattained capital status in 1403 when Bnperor Yung Lo decided to
move his seat of power-from Nanking to Beijing. Arguments for and again¬
st Beij ing as a capital site had focused on defense and climatic con¬
siderations, as well as feng-shui principles 3 ®Ihe choice of the site
and the design of the capital reassert the belief in the application of
classical cosmology in Chinese cities.
From Marco Polo's description of Beijing (then known as Chung-tu,
capital of the 'Golden Tartars ' ) around 1275, the layout was very regu¬
lar, "The whole interior of the city is laid out in squares like a chess
board". These squares were allotted to various households who built on
then spacious mansions and courtyards. The plan of the city was a square
as Chinese believed that the earth was a perfect square. Therefore it
was fitting that the ruler of earth should live in a structure symboliz¬
ing the replica of the earth.

16

When Beijing vas
re-established as
the capital, the
boundaries were
curtailed to the
north and slightly
enlarged to the
south. The palace
was rebuilt to
the west leaving
a new north-south
axis over the art¬
ificial Coal Hill
)

at the

north, and three
man-made lakes
lying in the same
orientation on the
west side of the
imperial city,
surrounded by tem¬
ples and pavilions.
Almost all the main
imperial buildings
were built along
the axis which extends from the southern gate of the Outer City to the
north of the Inner City. To the south of the Forbidden City were the
Temple of the Imperial Ancestors on the east and the Altar of Land and
Grain on the west. Slightly east of the axis in the southern suburb lies
the terraced Altar of Heaven reiterating the claim of the emperor as the
Son of Heaven and the pivot of the cosmos.
Streets form a grid of north-south and east-west thoroughfares,
only with variances at the three artificial lakes where the grids modi¬
fied into irregular blocks. The width of the north-south streets are
greater, emphasizing the city's southward orientation. The principal
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buildings were also deliberately built facing the south down the main
avenue. The palace therefore echoed by the gate building and the succes¬
sion of spaces parallel the world model. This built form is further
corresponded to the ceremonial rituals*® when the emperor would face sou¬
th to address his inferiors and turned towards north to worship divine
power or ancestors.
The design of the Altar of Heaven (Tien Tan-^£J^ ) also indicates
clues of cosmic belief. The altar itself is in three terraces symboli¬
zing the three realms under the order of the Son of Heaven. The top can
be reached by three flights of nine steps each, and is paved by marble
slabs radiating outwards in multiples of three, to eighty-one at the
outer rim. The number of balusters totaled 360, signifying the number of
days in a year.
The plan of the city includes four main walled enclosures: the
southern Outer City, the northern Inner City, the Imperial City within
the Inner City and the Palace (Forbidden City) inside the Imperial City.
Entrances were formed by the wall projecting outwards forming a U-shape.
During the Mongolian captivation, the capital had three gates on each
wall except the north, where the central gate was omitted. The elimina¬
ted gate suggested the feng-shui influence as such a gate would have
'exposed the central axis of palaces to negative "chi".' During'the
-Ming Dynasty, the number of gates was reduced to nine, which is a multi¬
ple of three. The number three represents the intelligible universal
sectors of heaven, earth and man; and the number nine, representing
three times three, signifies the ancient Chinese world of the mytholo¬
gical nine provinces established by the Emperor Yu (

).^ Thus .the

emperor unites the three sectors of the universe and presides over the
nine provinces during the twelve months (three plus nine) of the year.
Bnperor Yu was thought to have received the 'Great Plan' from
heaven. The plan relates the Five Elements and numbers in a ninefold
square which is made up of the numbers me to nine. The numbers were
arranged in a way that any line of three digits adds up to fifteen, as
4

9

3

5

2
7

8

1

6
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This diagram gives the clue that underlies all forms of geomancy. It
remains the foundation of Chinese surveying and the basis of many ortho¬
gonal town plans such as the city of Wang-Cheng, the royal capital of
the Eastern Chou, (map shown below) ^
The use of auspicious
numbers in imperial architec¬
ture is found in various an¬
cient texts. One example is
in the 'Building Artisanship'
of the Chou Li, clearly stat¬
ing the use of the number
nine in the capital's design:
"The capital shall measure
nine li (a Chinese mile) on
each side and on each side
there shall be three gates.
Within the city, there shall
be nine north-south streets
and nine east-west streets.
The north-south streets shall
accomodate nine chariot ways."
Stict numerological calcula¬
tions of geomancers were fol¬
lowed as any miscalculations
would jeopardize both the
architecture and the inhabi¬
tants' fortunes.
The importance of numbers in Chinese cosmology can be traced back
to Lao-Tze

when he explained how 'three' gives birth to all things:

"Out of Tao, One is bom;
Out of One, Two; Out of Two, Three;
Out of Three, the created universe.
The created universe carries the yin at its back and the yang
in front;
Through the union of the pervading principles it reaches Harmony."

Therefore, the Tao is zero from which the primordial energy is formed.
Within this oneness of energy, there contains the two aspects of yinyang. Through the 'three virtualities' ) of heaven, earth and
man, all things are bom.
John Lagerway suggested in Liturary and Cosmology : Chinese
Numerology that the trigrams are actually a result of this derivacation.
As yin ( ) and yang (—) forms three lines and two to the third
power gives eight, thus forming the eight trigrams.
A city's shape is essential to its feng-shui. Chinese had built
their capitals in square shapes to mimick the image of earth. The first
Chinese capital (200 B.C. ), Chang-An

was the prototype which

established various traditional urban feng-shui features. "To the north
lay the market, to the south, the palace. In the center stood the bell
tower...", government buildings and temples were also auspiciously
placed along the north-south axis. Thus the Temple of Heaven was built
in propitious shapes with the square plaza symbolizing the earth and the
0*7

round steps signifying the mounting of the emperor towards heaven.
Seme even suggested that the plan of the Forbidden City was human-shaped,
with halls and palaces located at where the vital organs should bei^®
Mountains also play an

important role in urban feng-shui.

Throughout the history they are seen as protection against harsh, winds
and barbarians. The Coal Hill of Beijing is an example of an artificial
shield which was originated from the north of the Mongolians. Geomanecers predicted that the hill would create a 'king making vital force'
that would assist the barbarians' invasion. As a result, Chinese moved
the hill towards the south and rebuilt this 300 feet high hill north of
their capital
Walls are an integral part of a city's feng-shui.* They not only
define the boundaries of a town, but defend it from barbarians and
malign spirits. Chinese claimed that Beijing was shaped like a dragon,^
with the central south gate as it's mouth, and the flanking gates as
it's eyes. Therefore during the Ching Dynasty when westerners decided to
build the Peking-Hankow railroad through the city, objections were
raised. However the railroad was built despite the warnings that the
dragon would be wounded and money (the dragon's blood) would flow out
of the city.
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Although numerous sites were chosen for imperial capitals through¬
out Chinese history, the idea of China as the 'middle kingdom', as
suggested by its name, has always remained. Within this kingdom, the
center were moved with the set up of every new imperial capital. Designs
of these capitals were deliberately based on precedents which had been
based on preceding ones. Thus each Chinese capital was not planned by
one man at one time, it was a collective rather than individual work
of art. This constant application of a few major principles such as
orientation, axiality, and the existence of wall enclosure and court¬
yards help the Chinese cities to achieve a sense of harmony and artistic
unity.
Thus, these principles which were originally based on complex
mythical, cosmological or gecmancy principles can be easily reapplied
or form the basis of modem Chinese architectural designs.
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CASE STUDY : THE BANK OF CHINA, HONG KONG

While explaining why diagonally braced truss frame building is
by far the most efficient and economic method of building skyscrapers
over fifty stories, Dr. Joseph Colaoo, a respected structural engineer
and a professor at the Rice University, was asked why such a structural
design is used so seldom. He pointed out that the sign 'X' is not
'culturally acceptable' and developers like Gerald Hines thus refuse to
take the risk of having unsatisfied tenants, if there is going to be
any at all.
This type of cultural influence affects both architectural and
structural decisions. The Bank of China designed by the Chinese-American
architect I.M. Pei in Hong Kong is a typical example of how such
structure can cause local resentment.
The Bank of China is built under the political shadow of 1997,
when the British Cblony of Hong Kong will be returned to the rule of
ocnmunist China. This 70-story building dwarfs the rest of the highrises in the Central District and signifies a gradual political and
economical take-over of this 400 square mile colony by the Chinese
sovereignty.

The soaring
Bank of China
overlooking
the Victoria
Harbor.
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Although this high-tech skyscraper was built with Chinese invest¬
ments and the oomnunist has long discouraged the practice of gecmancy
after the Cultural Revolution, the building did not escaped the harsh
criticism frcm local residents of bad feng shui. C.A. Pei, the son of
I.M. Pei and a senior associate of I.M. Pei & Partners, noted 'We can't
seem to put this issue to rest. ' Originally designed to symbolize an
aspiring bamboo shoot which is suppose to be a prosperous sign, the
project has been interpreted as 'a dagger pressing the heart of Hong
Kong' and a pyramid housing yin (dead) inhabitants.
The trouble started at the very beginning when a 6700-squaremeter site was chosen near the original location of the bank. Accord¬
ing to feng-shui principle, a site such as this which is protected
by mountains and faces the nice view of Victoria Harbor is presumed
to be an excellent location. Furthermore, as the mountain symbolizes
a dragon, the location is along a powerful 'dragon vein' running down
the peak. However, the fact that this 'desirable' site hats remained a
parking lot for years
suggested there was a hidden
story behind. The mystery
turned out that this lot was
the headquarters of the
Japanese during the second
World War and had been a
storage site for dead bodies.
Despite the fact that
truss tube structure is the
most efficient way of re¬
sisting lateral wind load,
the X-bracing modules had
to be modified by removing
the horizontal elements,
forming diamond shapes.
Feng-shui followers consider
'X' shapes and triangles to
be signs of danger. These
motirs not onry aiiect the
neighboring buildings by
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pointing their sharp edges towards then, but the unique design of the
bank results in some edges pointing to the bank itself, like 'knives
at the stomach', (angle CED and AEB at diagrams on following page),
according to feng-shui master, Sung Siu-Kwong.

Location
Plan in rela¬
tion to
neighboring
buildings.

In order to clearly picture the geometry of the building, Mr.
Kellogg Wong, an associate partner of I.M. Pei & Partners, explained the
design as four wedges of triangles sliding by each other. The height of
the tallest triangle being five times the width of the square base, the
second tallest being three times the base and so forth, with the short¬
est quarter equalling the width. Thus resulting in sections as follows:

I
Base
h=1xW

3rd Tallest 2nd Tallest
h=3xW
h=2xW

Top
h=5xW

Tie geomancer explained that the triangular sapling configuration
is not suitable for a bank as it signifies 'wood' in the Five Elements
(

) and therefore is a building shape for show business. On the

other hand, a rectangular building is more fitting as it is an 'earth'
shape. "You find gold in the earth", Mr. Sung explained.
Mr. C.A. Pei defended the building design as a metaphor for bamboo
which "refers directly to the Chinese belief in rising to meet challen¬
ges". Tie Beijing officials were satisfied with the design as the soar¬
ing bamboo signifies China's progress towards modernization. Mr. Pei
added that to remedy the negative forces identified by the gecmancers,
a series of pools and waterfalls were planned at the ground level to
enhance the building's feng-shui, as "water is an auspicious and res¬
torative force".
Water had been the favorite image of Lao-Tze as it is- 'the essence
of life'. He wrote in various incidents describing water as an image of
Tao:
"Tie highest good is like water,
for the good of water is that it nourishes everything without
striving.
It occupies the place which all men think bad. (i.e. the lowest
level)."31
"It is thus that Tao in the world is like a river going down the
valley to the ocean." 3^
"Nothing in the world is weaker than water,
But it has no better in overcoming the hard."
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Thus water is like the blood of the universe. It is accumulated in
Heaven and stored up in the matters of the world. When it is still, it

2*

acts like a mirror and reflects the speculum of all creations. On the
other hand, its fluidity cultivates the mind of man and assists the
growth of plants.
The use of square in Chinese architecture rather than circle or
triangle also has certain symbolic reasons. According to I Ching
the circle represents the yang principle, heaven or god, who does not
have beginning or «id; while the square represents yin, which should be
adopted for earthly matters that have dimensions. ^
The choice of a building's geometry and motif thus play important
roles in Chinese architectural design. Che could find these principles
repeatedly applied in various decision making processes from the plan¬
ning of a city's geometry to the shape of a villager's bedroom; and
from the motifs of ancient palaces to the facade designs of modem sky¬
scrapers.
These reoccurring examples clearly revealed that certain cultural
beliefs are deeply rooted in the minds of Chinese and will continue to
influence future decisions in architectural designs.
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CASE SHJDY : THE HONG KONG & SHANGHAI BANK

"Foster's design for the Hong Kong Bank building was influenced
by a variety of sources outside the traditional building indus¬
try, from a Goncorde design team to a Fung Shui expert."
Progress Architecture-"Foster Tower", Japan.

In 1979, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation appointed
Norman Foster to be the designer of their new headquarters in the last
remaining British colony of Hong Kong. With a role to oversee the colo¬
ny's economic policy and currency issuance, the bank was meant to ex¬
press a strong statement of importance. The result is a striking 47story suspended structure, with a slightly futuristic look, sitting on
the island's finest waterfront site.
Hie site is aligned
to the axis of Statue Square
which is the Central District's
last green area in the midst
of a forest of skyscrapers.
It has a gross area of over
a million square feet. Hie
square opens to the water¬
front, providing a specta¬
cular view across Victoria
Harbor toward the Kowloon
Peninsula.
Hie architect chose to
connect the building with
this downtown oasis and in¬
corporate the urban life as
part of the concourse by de¬
voting the entire floor, ex¬
cept for the elevator and
mechnical shafts as a public
plaza. Above this level, a

i
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The public con¬
course guarded
by two legendary
lions.

vast atrium opens through the building core. It is flanked on both sides
by rows of offices which are suspended from the main structure, leaving
100-feet clear span spaces, three times the conventional span. Hie atrium
is topped by a computer controlled sunscoop, directing sunlight through
the core down to the building's basement.
Hie structure is a sophisticated combination of bridge-building
engineering and space-age prefabricated construction technology. It is
structurally a cluster of tubular steel columns supported by horizontal
trusses. Hie trusses are in turn supported by four steel masts, which
suspend the weight of the floors at five intermediate levels. Each of
these five horizontal zone accortmodates a different bank function and
diminishes in size as the building rises. Visible double height X-braces
connect the vertical masts and correspond with levels of interior
floors which define daily operational divisions, providing reception
areas and staff recreation.
Hie profile of the bank is partly determined by the 1920 Hong Kong
Building Ordinances which prevent the overshadowing of city streets by
tall structures. Fire codes also play a role in the design of protected
spaces in case of fire and a height limit due to any emergency descent
flight path of the Hong Kong International Airport. Hiese criteria re-
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suit in limiting the height of
the front and rear slabs, leav¬
ing the two central slabs to
rise higher in the middle.
The success of the bank
also depends on the support of
local customers who are highly
sensitive to traditional cus¬
toms. A geomancer, Koo Pak Ling,
) was hired for ad¬
vice on the propitious align¬
ment of the bank with the sea
and the sky. As a matter of
fact, Norman Foster himself
visited the geomancer during
his first meeting in Hong Kong.
The major problem arose with
the exposed steel structure,
especially the three stories
of mighty X-bracings rippling
across the interior facade. The suggested remedy was to finish the struc¬
ture in the auspicious red or yellow. Metallic colors such as gold, sil¬
ver or bronze are also appropriate as they are considered to be 'organic'
metals and have a richness of life. However, the final decision opted
for the international neutral gray with lucky bamboos placed along the
horizontal walkways to calm the bad feng-shui. Paintings were also ins¬
talled according the gecmancy principles.
Color plays an important role in Chinese gecmancy. The south,
which is thought to be an auspicious disposition, is associated with
red. The color is related to fire in the five elements and is an emblem
of joy and festivity. Red reflects the yang principle symbolizing heaven¬
ly blessings and happiness, while yellow denotes yin and is the emblem
of the central earth. The east is represented by green which is related
to wood and hence the energy of growth, and harmony with other colors.
The west is denoted by white which is the emblem of the element of metal,
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representing purity and autumn. Finally, black is the north and stands
for winter and the element of water. It also signifies death and
mourning. 35
There were a total of almost fifty designs being considered. The
initial facade design submitted by Helmut Jacoby during the design
competition displayed a 'downward' direction of the exposed structure.
V-shaped bracings suspend the floors with their arrows pointing towards
the ground. The design was rejected by the Board member Lee Carshing
as downward-pointing chevrons are thought to bring bad luck.
Thus, the engineer Ove Arup modified the design and the final decision
was to balance the downward force with tappering columns signifying an
equally powerful 'upward' force, achieving the 'harmony in oontradiction '.

The yin-yang harmony should be created by both the balance of

the upward and downward forces, and the left and right symmetry.
The bank's geanancer was also concerned about the angle of the
main escalators, which are the longest freely supported escalators in
the world. Their locations are critical in protecting the bank against
the entrance of the Sea Dragon. The geanancer was on site to set the
exact positions of the escalators which create a special relationship
with the location of the nain entrance. According to the Hong Kong
University research team which was invited to elaborate on the fengshui issues, dual entries should

never-be 'opposite and visible' to

each other. As such an arrangement for a bank would allow the money to
flow in from one door and out the other. A series of spaces and screens
are preferred to block the direct flow between entries.
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The bank should also invoke traditional values such as security
and solidity. In order to emphasis the need of containment, the fengshui master requested a solid base with a clear termination at the top,
signifying the beginning and the conclusion. An atrium capped by a skyscoop was thus designed to provide this image.
The two legendary lions guarding the entrance of the bank are of
great feng-shui significance. Not only are they traditional symbol of
the bank, their positions are critical to guard the building. A special
date and time was set by the geanancer to relocate the lions to the new
site. A ceremony was then performed wnth the presence of five senior
bank executives. The positioning of the lions should be precise. They
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may not be looking directly at each other, nor located back to back.
Two wood panels with diagrams of the lions and their line of visions
were positioned by the feng-shui adviser, so that the architects
could arrange the lions at the correct angles.
The site itself was considered a good feng-shui choice. Standing
aligned between the Government House at the Peak and the Victoria
Harbor, the site is protected by the 'Black Tortoise' composed of the
Peak and the Governor. The harbor CHI the south indicates a stable pool
of water that represents the storage of wealth. The mountains cradling
the site to the east and to the west act as the 'White Tiger' (^7^J )
with their ridges sweeping down towards
the harbor. In addition, there is no arrow-like road pointing at the
building site, as the Statue Square in front is a pedestrian plaza.
Though feng-shui practice is considered by some as nonsensical,
it's general applications do echo with certain logical design criteria.
The ideal location of the site with a protecting north mountain shelters
the building from strong wind coming over the Peak. This reflects the
original reason for the founding of Hong Kong as a sheltered harbor.
The complex network of escalators also created a maze which add to
the sense of security, providing a separation between the public and
private zones.
In short, the inherent rationale behind the feng-shui concept can
be sunmed up by Hugh Baker's description in "Fung Shui - Applied Ecology
Chinese Style", 'the gecmancer and the research team of the Boundary
Layer Wind Tunnel laboratory of the University of Western Ontario seem
to speak the same language. ' Although the former was carried out with
a more poetic accent.
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CASE STUDY : SHEK PIK (^^1. >, HONG KONG

Disturbance of feng-shui in rural areas has always been a major
concern in villages of Hong Kong. Bad feng-shui has been the cause of
numerous evacuations, lawsuits and even the moving of ancestors' bones!
Hie practice is so extensive that sane Chinese and British government
officials have to become amateur geomancers in order to carry out cer¬
tain assignments smoothly.
The major event occurred on Lautau island, the biggest island of
Hong Kong, during the Shek Pik Water Scheme between 1957-60. The first
confrontation began when the engineers revealed the need to construct
a pier and an access road from it to some wooden huts at the testing
site in the middle of a valley. The construction required the blasting
of a rock beside a temple. The spot turned out to be a sensitive source
of feng-shui and the villagers were determined to refuse, to let the
action take place until they had moved away from the island, so they
could escape from any misfortunes. The result was not surprising as the
access road had to 'edge* past this sensitive spot and no blasting vas
ever done.
Another disturbance followed when a small village located direct¬
ly along the axis of the dam had to be removed. In addition, a drilling
into the. hill behind the village had to be done for soil investigation,
as the right wing of the dam would rest on it. The villagers claimed
that the hill is a feng-shui grove and therefore is a protected area
which should not be disturbed. Under this pressure, the work was delayed
until every villager had moved to their new homes in an adjoining bay.
From the feng-shui standpoint, the building of a reservoir in
the valley is a major disaster and would interfere the local landscape
irrevocably. The valley had been considered to be a sacred area and
was treated with respect. No burials were allowed in the valley, nor
the cutting of trees or grass. There was also a protective hill that
could not be violated in any ways in order to balance the cosmic
harmony.
During the evacuation of Shek Pik, it was found that the village
had been moved a quarter of a mile towards the lower ground in 1936.
The reason was due to a continuing decline in population along with
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a disastrous epidemic. This massive evacuation was based on the belief
that the feng-shui in that area was diminishing and became harmful to
the inhabitants. Such a move was definitely under a serious decision,
as substantial buildings in the old village of Shek Pik Wai

)

had to be removed from their stone foundations and their mud-brick walls
and worked granite posts had to be abandoned. These remains were later
destroyed during the Japanese occupation a few years after.
It was later discovered that numerous villages were also moved
between the two world wars. Two small Hakka (

) villages Lo Wai

) and San Tsuen d-r-tf», at the southern Lantau Island were
moved away from their old hillside locations. These removals of villages
happened about fifty years ago when Hong Kong was already under the
British rule. Mr. James Hayes suggested in his book The Rural Communities of Hong Kong, that this continuing trend must have begun with
even higher frequency in the past.
Gecmancy affects many aspects of village life. Whenever a new
house is being built, a lucky day must be selected and a priest is
employed bo drive away any evil spirits. The original designs are
often vetted with advices of re-orientation of building, re-plant of
trees and other changes which cause delay and increase in building cost.
However, outsiders cannot afford to ignore these practices, as any
misfortunes that happen later around the neighborhood would most likely
be blamed on that particular household. As quoted from James Hayes,
"Laws are made by government, but regulations, ... (are) made by local
inhabitants."
Conflicts and competitions always accompany this ancient practice,
especially in rural areas. One of the reasons is the social implication
of wealthy people possessing 'good' sites and their financial abilities
to afford popular gecmancers. Thus, to some degree, the practice of
feng-shui is a show of wealth and a belief in individualism. Every
household is looking out for their own fortune but yet their fortune
is not totally under their own control.
Records of these conflicts dated back to 1885 when a Chinese
scholar described geomancy as the evil. "Everyone wants the best, but
people are numerous, and lucky sites few ... Quarrels and bloody fights
ensue, ... the bones of the dead are dishonored, and years are spent
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in litigation.
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However, this particular incident of Shek Pik can also be seen as
the triumph of mind over reality. The villagers not only had to suffer
from the emotional stress of leaving their home of generations, immense
loss in monetary and historical values were bore with the removal of
these ancient homes. In addition, as the villagers moved towards the
inland, it also meant a greater distance away from the seashore where
their fishing equipment and boats were stored. In short, the strength
of traditional beliefs was once again demonstrated as the single most
important concern for rural Chinese.
Interestingly, the Western world has shown similar strength in
protecting their environment against development projects that might
damage their natural landscape and environment. The only difference is,
instead of feng-shui, it's often called 'zoning'.
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INTERIOR DESIGN

A building resembles a human tody. It has its own metabolism and
integral parts serving various functions. These parts must work together
as a whole with the help of 'chi' flowing smoothly and evenly throughout
the entire entity.
Entrances and windows act as openings that allow the entry of chi.
Once inhaled, chi is channeled from space to space through interior
doors and hallways and at times deflected by comers, plants and furni¬
ture. In order for the building to operate to a full capacity, the inte¬
rior arrangements must assist a balanced circulation of chi which nouri¬
shes the occupants.

ENTRANCE

Entrances give one the first impression of a building. It is also
a protection of the threshold into an inner world. It should neither be
an obstacle to chi, nor allow the flow to be too strong. Its alignment
and orientation are also crucial in determining the feng-shui of the
occupants.
An ideal entrance should open up to a wide lobby with a maximum
view of the room. If the space or hallway is too narrow, chi would not
be able to flow smoothly. A solution is to extend the view from an en¬
trance by putting a mirror on the wall visible from the door, thus add¬
ing the apparent depth of the room and expanding chi through the obs¬
tructing wall.
On the other hand, chi that is too strong can harm its occupants.
Feng-shui experts avoid lining three or more entrances in a row, as chi
would be funneled in too quickly. Sometimes, a screen is placed between
the doors to fend off strong chi. Another remedy is to hang a beaded
curtain or a wind chime to disperse and even out the current.
Orientation of a door can determine the feng-shui of a room. I
Ching explained the significance of eight possible orientations of an
entrance, bestowing different fortunes.A door facing north brings good
business, while one facing south means fame. An east door brings good
family life and a west one bestows fame on the offsprings. A door to the
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northeast means scholarly success, to the northwest promises travel
opportunities, to the southeast brings wealth and to the southwest
attracts a fine spouse.
Hie Hyatt Hotel in Singapore is an excellent example to show the
feng-shui significance of the entrance. The entrance doors were origi¬
nally designed to be opened perpendicular to the main road, and extend
to a foyer where the cashier desk was located. The geotnancer warned
that such an arrangement would mean a flow of money out through the
doors. Thus the plan was modified with the doors slightly slanted,
creating a zigzag shape, and the cashier desk moved away from the view
of the entrance.
The Hang Seng School of Commerce in Hong Kong is another example
which demonstrates the influence of feng-shui on entrance orientation.
This business school was built in 1980 with the funding of the Hang
Seng Bank, an institution known for its belief in geomancy. Just as all
the Hang Seng banks with their entrances slanted at road intersections,
the School of Commerce has its main entry oriented towards a back hill,
two miles away from the closest bus stop. Thus students and faculties
have to enter the school via the back entrance, over an old village
bridge and across the tennis courts and the serfage treatment plant to
arrive at the main buildings. According to school administrator Mr. Lau
Kwok-Fan, the entrance was re-oriented facing the slope of the back
hill, so chi could flow smoothly down the slope and would then be cap¬
tured by the school. Two priceless stone lions were also placed at the
main entry to guard the campus from any evil spirits.

WINDOW

A window's size, shape and style are important in determining the
flow of chi. Gecmanoers prefer windows that open inwardly or outwardly
rather than sliding up and down. As the former style can enhance the
flow and maximize circulation.
A window's size and juxtaposition with interior doors can also
affect the house's interior flow of chi. Windows should not outnumber
doors by the ratio of three to one. As this could create a flow that
is too strong and might lead to arguments between family members. As
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the window-door relationship is similar to the relationship between
generations. If the windows (children) overpower the doors (parents),
the children might get rebellious!
Hong Kong's Regent
Hotel is an example of how a
panarama window is used to
facilitate a building's fengshui. The hotel is opened
seven years ago as the cen¬
terpiece of the New World
Center, a newly developed
vast indoor shopping mall
located at the tip of the
Kowloon Peninsula. It Imme¬
diately became the main ri¬
val of the reknowned Penin¬
sula and the Mandarin Hotels.
The hotel is virtually
in the Victoria Harbor, with
part of it's twelve story
luxurious hotel rooms and
restaurant sitting on pylons
sunk into the seabed. It's
enormous panarama window
wall acts as a transparent
door allowing chi to pass smoothly through the building. It also provides an incredible view into the harbor, allowing the nine dragons
of Kowloon to freely bathe in their favorite spot of the bay.

COLOR

Color is an important aspect of feng-shui. One's destiny is
thought to be shaded by the color of one's house, clothes, office,
and so on. In the western world, colors describe moods: feeling blue,
green with envy, seeing red, etc. Similarly, color is manipulated by
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geomancers in creating auspicious habitats.
Red is the most welcomed color to Chinese. It connotes happiness,
strength and warmth. Domestic shrines are painted in red, as well as the
bride's cheongsam and the eggs handed out by father of a newborn son.
Green «nits tranquility and freshness. It is the color of spring
and a sign of healthy chi.
Yellow is the color of the sun and signifies longevity. The golden
yellow was once reserved for the imperial family in their clothes and
palaces. Buddhist monks traditionally wear saffron-colored robes.
White is the most fearsome color to Chinese. It represents the
deepest color of mourning as parallel to black to the western culture.
Black is also avoided as it denotes the consequence of man, death,
mourning and penance. Metaphysically, it is the color of calamity, guilt
and evil influences.

FURNITURE ARRANGEMENT

The first consideration of a bedroom is the bed's juxtaposition
to the door. A bed should be placed cater-comer to the bedroom door
so that one lying in the bed can see vho is entering. One should avoid
having a bed's feet aiming at the door as this arrangement resembles
the orientation of coffins in mortuaries, thus evoking forebodings of
death.
Bed placèrent can also be the outcome of minute astrological cal¬
culations . It can be positioned according to the bagua

):

A

bed

facing north means business will be good; facing east means happy family
»

life and peace; southwest will bring in a good spouse and happy marital
relations ; while west premises fame for future generations.
Living rooms should be bright and large and devoid of feng-shui
ills such as beams, oddly shaped comers and angles. Round tables and
bagua shaped (octagon) rugs are thought to bring good luck, as well as
moon doors and wateroolors of flowers and plants.
The placement of stoves and rice cooker are especially important
for a kitchen's feng-shui. As food affects health, «notions and behavior,
so gastronomic satisfaction is crucial. The stove should not be in a
cramped comer, inhibiting the cook's chi. Above the stove, many Chinese
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hang a picture of the kitchen god who watches over the family's health
and the hearth.
Studies and offices should avoid knife-like comers, beams,
columns and long dark hallways. Desks should sit cater-comer to the
door with the occupant facing the door. If one prefers looking out
on an inspiring view, which precludes facing the door, a mirror may
be hung above the desk angled to reflect any intruder.
Hie first consideration in any office is the manager's desk.
It should reside in the most commanding position to assert his authority
over his employees. Hie best position is generally located at the
comer farthest from the entrance.

«KY OF THE YIN-HABITAT - (SAVES

Graves are perceived by Chinese to have the power to give bene¬
volent protection to a family. For generations, from emperors to farmers,
Chinese have carefully selected their grave sites, which are thought
to be the oldest surviving examples of feng-shui.
Chin Shih Huang Ti

), the first emperor of China was

buried in a man-make mould of earth aligned with the north-south axis.
A lifesize army flanked the tumulus, guarding the re-created palace¬
like vault. Interior of the tomb was decorated with heavenly constella¬
tions on the ceiling, and the earth's topography with mechanically
run rivers and oceans on the floor, representing a harmonic universe.
Gecmancers traced the success of Sun Yat-Sen

), the

founder of the Republic of China to his mother's well-placed grave in
Clearwater Bay, Hong Kong. The grave displays classic feng-shui princi¬
ples. It is located on the south side of a 'black tortoise', looking out
to the South China Sea. On its left is a mountain, the 'Azure Dragon'
Hrtb). and to the right sits the lower hill of 'White Tiger'

),

embracing the 'pearl* in the center. As the words spread around, a host
of other graves were attracted to this burial site. Although the Hong
Kong Administration prohibits burial in that area, plots of land were
bought from villagers for graveyards.
However, according to Maurice Freedman, a more thorough analysis
of the site showed sane imperfections which caused Sun's power to be
short lived. The problem lies with the 'White Tiger' which has a break
in the line of the hills, thus letting too much wind to pass through.
In another words, the embrace is not complete. In addition, a stream
running down the valley robs the grave of its financial virtue, as a
result, Sun was poor all his life. The site looking downwards to the
south sea is a good feature except the presence of several islands
lying in the water like warships heading towards the open sea. This
explains the revolutionary leader ' s desertion by his armed forces.
Finally, there is another hill in sight beyond the white tiger, symbo¬
lizing robbery. This justifies Sun's kidnap incident.
The geomancy of graves is part of the system of ideas that topo-

graphy and man interacts. Changes made to the grave sites not only modi¬
fy the nature, they affect, the man-in-the-worId. The ancestors' graves
thus become media for the attainment of descendants* worldly desires.
In looking for a suitable grave site, the gecmancer has to first con¬
sult the luopan in order to align the grave. Then he needs to find a
correspondence between the shapes and directions indicated by the com¬
pass with the configurations of the surrounding landscape. An ideal
grave requires certain animated shapes in the surrounding hills (north
tortoise, east dragon, vest tiger and south bird), as well as topogra¬
phical features such as stony ground and steep mountains in the proper
proportion to represent the Five Elements.
Although the bones of the ancestors must be present in the graves,
the dead themselves are believed to have no control over the outcome
of the gecmancy. The ancestors are only the passive agents. The accu¬
mulation of cosmic breath, rather, is the actual essential element in
determining the fate of the descendants. 'Chi' is the important factor
that flow through these bones and the dead could neither confer nor
withhold the blessings brought by the breath.
Some Chinese villagers disagree with the above concept. They be¬
lieve that the ancestor is the sole source of gecmantic benefits. The
villagers explained that a grave is like a house of the dead, if the
ancestors are happy and comfortable, they would help and protect his
descendants. However, one can combine the two concepts, as a balanced
topography can provide a harmonic view for the ancestors, thus creat¬
ing a comfortable habitat for the dead.
Ancestral rituals can be divided into two kinds; that which takes
place domestically in front of the ancestor tablets and that which takes
place in ancestral halls. As Chinese believe an individual has three
souls which separate during death; one to the ancestor tablet, one to
the grave and the third to purgatory, thus not only the grave site is
critical, the location of the tablet is also essential. It is usually
put at a high elevation facing the main entry and overlooking the major
roan. Domestic worships take place on the 1st and 15th of each month
as well as the death date of the ancestor, and at the Ching Ming
and New Year festivals.
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)

Ulus, the major reason of concern with feng-shui of the dead lies
cxi the ancestor's comfort which leads to the blessings of his descen¬
dants. The living bodies, through the dead, achieve luck and fortunes
when their ancestors are in harmony with nature. As Chuang-Tze ($£-'%" ),
the disciple of Lao-Tze, said just before his death, "I regard the hea¬
ven and earth as my coffin and outer coffin, the sun and the moon as
a pair of jade gifts and the constellations as my burial jewels."^0
Through this cosmic harmony, the tranquility of the descendants is
assured.
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RESEARCH CGNCXJOSICN

1. Geomancy addresses the fundamental probien in Chinese metaphysics
regarding the proper place of man in society, through the concept
of feng-shui, man is placed in the proper location, which is at the
juncture of yin and yang, on Earth in relation to Heaven, forming
the trinity with Heaven and Earth.
2. Feng-shui is a way of understanding reality, the belief in the cons¬
tant flux in the universe created by 'chi' causes a corresponding
anxiety with regards to the uncontrollable. therefore feng-shui is
an attempt to fabricate control where man fails to locate himself,
and to create a framework for decision making in uncertain situationa. As James Hayes describes in Rural Communities of Hong Kong,
feng-shui is the 'Golden Mean in the confusion of the physical world',
the geomancer's compass can be seen as a principal analytical tool
which models the universe, through the aid of this compass, heaven
and earth can thus be brought into relation to any earthly site.
3. the transformation brought forth by geomancy are 'internally gene¬
rated'. the array of extra-cultural factors such as commercial
competition and political pressure are merely external parametric
conditions inextricably involved during the process of transformation,
the practice is the _crystallized result of the inherent beliefs that
have been accumulated within the Chinese mind throughout their pro¬
cess of civilization, thus, the significance of its study is not
about the truthfulness of the belief, but its prolong and widespread
influence reflecting Chinese traditions in the context of the modem
world.
4. Feng-shui plays an important role in Chinese religion and ancestral
worship. It serves as a bridge between orthodox religion and the
practices of the masses. Gecmancers attempt to put themselves in the
class of the gentry in using the I Ching and followed the habits of
gentry in their manners of speech and dress. However, they do not
enter the realm of magic and the connotations of popular spirits
which conform to the level of superstition.
Feng-shui maintains a complex relationship wnth ancestor worship.
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The belief of the separation of the three souls ( 5

£%»))

of an indi¬

vidual with one entering the grave, one entering the ancestral
tablet and the third to purgatory, allows the continual influence
and protection of ancestors.
Thus, feng-shui can be seen as a practice of good sense. It is a
crystallization of the orthodox religion, psychology, experience,
aesthetics, respect for the dead and common sense.
5. Peng shui is a means of achieving harmony through the dualities of yin
and yang: the heaven and earth, the living and the dead, the mountain
and the river, the access and the denial... The western world has
investigated into the harmony of proportion and geometry through
various means, such as Le Corbusier's Golden Section, Frank Lloyd
Wright's organic architecture and Palladio's rules of proportion.
Similarly, the concept of feng shui is the synthesis of various
Chinese beliefs in an attempt to achieve the ultimate harmony.
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APPENDIX 1 - The Rings of Symbols as Explained in the Lo Ching Chieh^
1.
2.
3.
4.

Heaven Pool ( )
The Eight Trigrams ) of Former Heaven
Pure Yin and Pure Yang (if f§ )
The Three Houses ( 3- ) of the Five Elements )

5. Orientation ( 'jt^L ) by the location of the Nine Stars )
6. The Stars of Heaven ( )
7. The Earth Plate ( ) 24 Positions (£è-) according to the Correct
Needle ( )
Jf
8. The Chi of the four seasons
9. The Seventy-two Dragons
10. The Nine Halls (i(S^ ) of the Hidden Stem ulf >
11 .Mountain-Penetrating Animal Stars (
)
12.
13.

Mountain-Piercing Root Kua
The Sixty Dragons in Equal Divisions (-^'0")

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Heaven's Sixty Hexagrams to Link Mountains (^,03)
The Lines of the Former Heaven Hexagrams
The 120 Divisions ( )
Earth's Retuming-to-Concealment (
f 60 Hexagrams
The 12 Sovereign Hexagrams (-Sf-if)

19.

The 72 Lines of the Sovereign Hexagrams

20. The Five Cycles (
21 .Heaven Plate Seam-needle calculation of 24

and the six Chi

22 .The Seam-needle (üifelf' > 120 divisions
23.Earth-Penetrating ( 60 Dragons
24 .The Seven Originals Governing Positions <-bluffy )
25. Earth Penetrating Inner Hexagrams
26.
27.

The Celestial Shpere Five Elements according to Degrees
Lucky and Unlucky Site Orientations

28. The Equatorial Extensions of the 28 Hsiu
29. The Later Heaven (f£L&- ) Pa Kua
30 .The 24 Directions According to the Centred Needle )
31 .Mr. Tsai's Mountain-Piercing 60 Dragons
32.Outer Dial 120 Divisions According to the Central Needle
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33.

Fen-chin Former Heaven Hexagrams

34.

Fen-Chin Later Heaven Hexagrams

35.

The Complete Raceived Calendar

36.

The Equatorial Extensions of the 28 Hsiu

37.

The 12 Tzu Han (?/£/£'’)

38. The 12 Positions Dividing the Country

)

)

>

NOTES

1. Carl Jung, Forward to The I Ching of Book of Changes, tr. Richard
Wilhelm.
2. Chan Ling Chu Chif p.194, tr. Alan Watts.
3. Watts, Alan, The Watercourse Way, p.23.
4. Lip, Evelyn, Chinese Geomancy, p.18.
5. Chuang-Tze Chap. 4, tr. Alan Watts.
6. This is similar to acupuncture which tap a person's chi.
7. The etymology of yin is 'shady, the north side of a hill', of yang,
'sunny, the south side of a hill'. Fenchtwany, Stephan, An Anthro¬
pological Analysis of Chinese Geomancy, p.36.
8. Mencius, chap. 2, 2a, tr. Milton Chiu.
9. Lip, Evelyn, Chinese Geomancy, p.24-27.
10. Ibid., p.29.
11. The Chinese dragon is an odd mixture of several animals. Donald
Mackenzie claimed in Myths of China and Japan that it has 'the head
of a. camel, the horns of a stag, the eyes of a demon, the ears of a
cow, the neck of a snake, the belly of a carp, the claws of an eagle
and the soles of a tiger' !
12. The Ten Stems (A+ ): Jen (-£ ), Kuei (^T), Chia

), I (£j ),

Ping (\^? ), Ting ( tf ), Keng ($x ), Hsin ( ^ ).
13. The Twelve Branches
(#P ), Chen

) • Tzu ( 4" ), Chou {33~), Yin (^ ), Mao

), Ssu ( 0 ), Wu ( -ip ), Wei ( ^ ), Shen ( ^ ), Yu

(^3 ), Hsu ($)), Hai (^).
14. 'The Feng Shui Compass', Amazing Grace Elephant Company, Hong Kong.
15. Lip, Evelyn, Chinese Geomancy, p.39.
16. Bernhard Karlgren describes Chou Li as the 'endeavors of the Confucian school to determine what the beliefs and rites should pro¬
perly be. ' in Legends and Cults in Ancient China.
17. Chou Li, chap.10, p.8a, tr. William Skinner.
18. Skinner, William. 'The Cosmology of the Chinese City.' The City in
Late Imperial China, p.67.
19. According to Milton Chiu in The Tao of Chinese Religion, rituals
are intended to unite Heaven and Earth, and to create harmony in
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human society. Therefore to observe a ritual is not merely a cus¬
tom but to attain the spirit of cosmic integration, and to establish
the relationship between the microcosm and the macrocosm ( 'you and
the universe').
20. Rykwert, Joseph. The Idea of a Town, p.187.
21. Skinner, William. 'The Cosmology of the Chinese City. ' The City
in Late Imperial China, p.71.
22. Ibid., p.67.
23. Ibid., p.48.
24. Rykwert, Joseph. The Idea of a Town, p.180.
25. Ibid., p.181.
26. Laotze, chap.42, The Wisdom of Laotze, tr. Lin Yutang.
27. Rossbach, Sarah. Feng Shui, p.94.
28. Ibid., p.83.
29. Ibid., p.84.
30. The emperor himself was also termed a dragon. During the Chin
Dynasty, dragons became the official imperial emblems which were
carved onto thrones and embroidered on the imperial robes.
31. Lao-Tze, chap. 8, tr. Alan Watts.
32. Ibid., chap. 32.
33. Ibid., chap. 78.
34. It-is interesting to note that ancient Chinese coins were round
with a square hole in the center, representing a combination of
yin and yang.
35. The significance of color can be found in Chinese opera where a
character with a red face represents a sacred person; a rough but
honest person has a black face; and a cunning but dignify person
has a white face.
36. Meeting memo. Professor Eric Lye and two other students of the
Hong Kong University, School of Architecture, were requested to
research and elaborate on the significance of feng-shui on this
particular bank.
37. Design of such spaces can easily be found in traditional Chinese
gardens and palaces.
38. Feuchtwang, Stephan. An Anthropological Analysis of Chinese Geomancy
p. 212.
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39. Kowloon (Arlfj ) literally means nine dragons. It is believed to
be the eight mountains lying on the peninsula, with the last Sung
emperor who sacrificed himself into the bay during the Mongolian
invasion, creating the legendary nine dragons.
40. The Wisdom of Laotze, 'The Source of Power.' p.181.
41. Feuchtwang, Stephan. An Anthropological Analysis of Chinese Geomancy
p. 19-26.
42. Chmeron, Robert. Above Washington, Cameron and Company, San Fransico
1980, p. 87.
*

Scope of Research :
The Chinese art of feng-shui is an immensely complex concept that
covers a vast range of knowledge. This thesis is based on my under¬
standing of the subject through twenty years of exposure to the
Chinese culture, and an attempt to summarize the knowledge into a
few fundamental ideas that is related to architectural design.
Explicit details and complex methodologies are thus eliminated to
emphasis the essential characteristics of the concept.
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CHINESE EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON D.C.

DESIGN PROGRAM

Net area (SF)

1. Ambassadorial Section:

500

Ambassador's Office

80

Private lavatory and closet
Deputy Chief of Mission

350

Secretaries

250

Reception Area

250

Conference Room

500

1 f•

2. Political Section:
Chief Political Section

300

Secretary

200

Political Reporting Officer

200

Reception Area

150

Political officers (each)

150

Clerks

100

'

1,

3. Economic Section:
Chief of Economic Section

300

Secretary and Reception

250,

Economic Reporting Officer

150

Labor Officer

150

Ccranercial Officer

150

Agricultural Officer

150

Others

150

Assistants (each)

120

Commercial Library

375

Clerk (each)

75

Translators (each)

75

4. Consular Section:
Consular Officer

225

Junior Officer

150

Clerks (each)

75

Stenographers (each)

75

50

1,

225

Waiting Roams
Lavatory

75

Vault (visa, notarial fees, etc.)

75

Veterans' Affairs

150

Citizenship Officer

150

Notariats

150

Shipping and Storage

150

File Room

150

1,650

5. Administrative Section:
Administrative Officer

250

Administrative Assistant

200

Secretary and Waiting

250

Clerks (each)

100

General Services Officer

200

Assistant General Services Officer (each)

150

Clerks (each)

100

Budget and Fiscal Officer

200

Disbursing Officer

150

Vault

25

Accounting Clerks (each)

75
200

Time and Payroll

1,900

6. Liaison Attache:
Chief of Liaison

200

Liaison Officers (each)

150

Secretaries

120

Reception

200

Photo and Dark Room

150
75

Vault and Incinerator
7. Military Attache:
Military Attache

200

Military Assistant

150

Enlisted Men

100

Civilian Assistant

150

Reception

200
75

Clerk and stenographers (each)
File-communications

: 200
100

Vault and incinerator
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895

Photo and Dark Room

150

Storage Area

200

8.Formal Reception and Entertainment:
Formal Reception Hall
Bar and Storage
Theater and Projection Roan
Exhibition Area
Lavatory
Dining Hall
Kitchen
9. Residential:
80 units
Embassy Suite
45 Parking
lO.Garden:
Pavilion, Paid

1,000
500
600
300
200
1,000
500

4,100

18,000
2,400
8,000

28,400

12,000

12,000

Total
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1,325

55,245 SF

PRELIMINARY CHOICE OF SITE
The existing embassy
of the People's Re¬
public of China is
located at 2300-2310
Connecticut Avenue,N.W. t
where it has been for
over 15 years. The
building was formerly
the Windsor Park Hotel,
with 245 units, plus
hotel adjuncts includ¬
ing restaurant, dining
roc*n, and gift shop.
Approximately 200
officers, staff and
support personnel work
at the chancery. Half
of them living at the
complex.
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Most of the existing embassies are around the Sheridan Circle area,
with some scattered ones near the Dupont Circle and the Meridan Hill.
The location of embassies has long been a perplexing problem, because
these offices generate substantial traffic and parking requirements. On
the other hand, they cannot be located in anonymous rental spaces in
commercial office buildings because of security problem and considerations
of national prestige.
Since 1957, zoning
ordinances have made
it increasingly diffi¬
cult to acquire ade¬
quate sites. A plan
was thus proposed to
establish an interna¬
tional district north
of the Washington Cir¬
cle. The Diagram shown
on the left is an ar¬
chitectural study for
this proposal.^2

Another possibility is the Sheridan Circle which is located a few
blocks north of the Washington Circle. It is next to the bank of the Rock
Creek and slopes up towards the Washington Heights on the northeast, thus
coinciding with the feng shui idea of a prosperous site which faces a
body of water on the south and sloping up towards the north.
Sheridan Circle is named after the Union Cavalry leader. The area
exhibits a variety of spacious houses, many of which are now in embassy
use. The sculpture of General Sheridap is encircled by a ring of Norway
maples, creating a nice landscaped environment.
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The choice
of locating the
Bnbassy on one
of the Circles
can be related
back to the cos¬
mological idea
of the heaven be¬
ing a circle and
the earth being
a perfect square.
The Hnbassy,
which is the ha¬
bitat of a symbo¬
lically important
earthly figure, thus can be related to the heaven and earth, creating a
harmonious balance.

ZONING RESTRICTIONS IN WASHINGTON D.C.

1. Height restriction:
"On a residence street, avenue, or highway no building shall be
erected, altered, or raised in any manner so as to be over ninety
feet in height at the highest part of the roof or parapet, nor
shall the highest part of the roof or parapet exceed in height the
width of the street, avenue, or highway upon which it abuts,
diminished by ten feet, except on a street, avenue, or highway six¬
ty to sixty-five feet wide, where a height of sixty feet may be
allowed; and can a street, avenue, or highway sixty feet wide or
less, where a height equal to the width of the street may be allow¬
ed."
"Hie height of a building on a comer lot will be determined by the
width of the wider street."
"Buildings erected after June 1, 1910, to front or abut on the
plaza in front of the new Union Station provided for by Act of
Congress approved Jeb. 28, 1903, shall be fireproof and shall not
be of a greater height than eighty feet."
"No buildings shall be erected, altered, or raised in any manner as
to exceed the height of 130 feet on a business street or avenue as
the same is now or hereafter may be lawfully designated, except on
the north side of Pennsylvania Ave. between 1st and 15th streets
Northwest, where an extreme height of 160 feet will be permitted."
2. Conmission of Fine Arts:
"When application is made for permit for the erection or alteration
of any building, any portion of which is to front or abut upon the
grounds of the Capitol, the grounds of the White House, the portion
of Pennsylvania Avenue extending from the Capitol to the White
House, Lafayette Park, Rock Creek Park, the Zoological Park, the
Rock Creek and Potomic Parkway, Potomac Park, the Mall Park System
and public buildings adjacent thereto, or abutting upon any street
bordering any of said grounds or parks, the plans therefor, so far
as they relate to height and appearance, color, and texture of the
materials of exterior construction, shall be submitted by the Mayor
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of the District of Columbia to the Commission of Fine Arts.
3. After October 13, 1964, no building or chancery being used by a
foreign government in the District of Columbia shall be transferred
to or used by another foreign government unless such use is in
accordance with section 5-418. (height restrictions)
4. Section on height restrictions "shall not be administered in such a
way as to discriminate against any foreign government on the basis
of the race, color, or creed of any of its citizens."
5. Fireproofing:
"All buildings of every kind, class, and description whatsoever,
excepting churches only, erected, altered, or raised in any manner
after June 1, 1910, as to exceed 60 feet in height shall be fire¬
proof or noncombustible."
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

WESTERN MEANS OF ACHIEVING HARMONY
THE GOLDEN SECTION
"k rtquiü.ng 3narJ»
aur >eui• ,e i newds t> enae..“o .* : r »fr .wnwui end
>
«rnoniO:i re;el.on*-;ps.“
''Hereonv .s the i<pi. ;o»i.»tfnc» 31 *. times: :ofinttxc* tapltct d.aiitv or »ult;p.icity «no
conséquent iy ClKl îc
proportions and consonances, Hhet sort of consonances? Those ex.stinq
Oetween ourselves and our environnent, Oet»eer.
the spirit of nan and the spirit of thinqs, Oe-

Le Corbusier - Golden
Section

Le Gorbusier - Golden Section
facade, Dual pressure of
the site

ptororrio* - ■ORISOVTM.ITY AJTD
THE PhtTMOSOH, ATHENS

vnriCALZTT

The nemd to «xperlence harmony within the en¬
vironment compels the Bind to try to reduce
complexity by orqanlelnq data Into binary eets."
"Aesthetic quality la present If the eqqreqated
•eights counterbalance to produce belence or
harmony.■

Parthenon - Proportion

Frank Lloyd Wright Organic Architecture

Palladio - Proportions
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EASTERN MEANS OF ACHIEVING HARMONY

Plans of Chinese capitals
- Square within Square

Beijing - Axiality -oriented
by the North Star

Temple of Heaven - Harmony
of heaven, earth and man

Controversial Bank of China
_ unauspicious geometry

Traditional Chinese Compound
- south entry, central courtyard,
enclosure wall, perimeter rooms,
spirit screen
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MAJOR PRINCIPLES OF CHINESE GEOMANCY

CENTER

Hieroglyph of 'City'

Washington D.C. as center

SUN, MOON AND STARS

Sun path at Washington D.C.

Luo Pan
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Relationships of time with
other geomancy issues
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Geomancy compass

The Great Protector choosing
a site

Orientation and Balance of
the Yin and Yang

Mountain (yang) on the north,
Water (yin) on the south
- Site Selection

Chinese Mandala Heaven, Round; Earth, Square

Site Selection - Balance of
Heaven and Earth

Site Selection - Sheridan
Circle, Washington D.C.

Chi (Wind/Spirit) Nurture of the site

Prevailing Wind Winter-NNE; Sunmer-SSW

Chi of Sheridan Circle
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Forbidden City - miniature
cosmos

Numerology - the sacred
'three' - Heaven, Earth and
Man

Three and its multiples

Balance of the Five Elements

Site Selection - mutual arise
and conquest of the Rock Creek,
the Parkway, the trees, the
buildings and the people

Feng Shui vs. Zoning

Harmony through the means of
Feng Shui
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Wang-Cheng, the Royal Capi
of the Eastern Chou

Relationship of the Five
Elements with the buildinç

SITE ANALYSIS

nOGUR ANALYSIS
PRIVATE Ambassadorial Section
Communication V«ult
Political Sactioa
Liaison Attach#
Military Attach#
Chinas# Intonation Sorvic#
Econonic Section
Administration Section
Information S#rvic# Library
Information S#rvic# Exhibition
PUBLIC Consular Section
NISC* Residential Nall
Meetinf Nall
Dinins Hall
Parkin*
Pool and Court
Mechanical and Utility
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SITE MODEL

SHERIDAN
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View from the east
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View from the south

CONCLUSION
The idea of creating a design to demonstrate the coexistence and inter¬
action of the eastern and western concepts begins with the choosing "of an
appropriate site.

Washington D.C. has been a political and cultural center of the United
States. This symbolic focus serves as a parallel to the Chinese emphasis
on the center, as suggested by the name of the country (^J^j - the
contrai country), and its hieroglyph of the word 'city' (vj? ).

Sheridan Circle is one of the focal points of the gridiron city which
possesses the basic gecmantic characteristics - a body of water or low¬
land towards the south (Rock Creek) and a slope of highland towards the
south; creating a balance of the yin and yang forces.

The embassy complex also displays a series of dualities. The more angu¬
lar residential and office wings towards the north create a backdrop and
enclosure for the circular Chinese garden court facing the rock creek;
leaving an opening towards the prevailing wind that nourishes the minia¬
turized idealistic China. The functional wings thus represent the 'square'
(earthly matter) in the Chinese mandala of tien-yuan-de-fong )
while the circular garden with it's entertainment/meditation pavilion
and waterfalls denotes a heavenly environment that is subject to the
changing nature (follower of Tao). Man within this balanced compound
can therefore exists in harmony with both entities, creating the sacred
trinity of heaven, earth and man.

The buildings themselves are designed with the guidance of the rules and
constraints of both cultures. The programmatic requirements, the zoning
and building ordinances and the characteristics of the site all help in
shaping the functional wings by their limits in height (90'), setbacks
(15'), geometry, number of stairs and parking spaces, etc.; while the
concept of feng-shui directs the orientation and number of entrys,
(ceremonial entry towards the south, public entry towards the north,
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with seven other entrances, totaling nine), the north-south axiality of
the office wing, the tower guided by the north star overlooking the
'barbarian' embassies around the Sheridan Circle, and the location of
the pavilion as the center of the garden.

Interaction of the two different yet complimentary cultural values
begin to unwrap when the circular retaining wall of the garden cuts
through the special reception rocxn, transforming it into a distinct
element that orient towards the pavilion, establishing a dialogue
between the two. The wall also creates a three dimensional rendition of
the Sheridan Circle, reflecting a corresponding force that is generated
from the internal, idealistic world.

Some of the comments and suggestions of the final jury includes:
- ïhe design should have more emphasis on the interaction of the duali¬
ties. Maybe one of the most important elements of the complex should
be the plaza that lies in between the residential wings and the cir¬
cular garden wall as this is where the two values engage. The plaza
should be an important juncture where the interplay can be manifested
but not a residuary coincidental space.
- The ceremonial entry and the public entry could be a display of the
two extremes.
- Rather than literally borrowing an ideal Chinese pavilion, the image
can be in a more abstract form or even just a symbolic tree that is
entirely susceptible to the nature.
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